DiClad laminates are woven fiberglass/PTFE composite materials for use as printed circuit board substrates. Using precise control of the fiberglass/PTFE ratio, DiClad laminates offer a range of choices from the lowest dielectric constant and dissipation factor to a more highly reinforced laminate with better dimensional stability.

The woven fiberglass reinforcement in DiClad products provides greater dimensional stability than nonwoven fiberglass reinforced PTFE based laminates of similar dielectric constants. The consistency and control of the PTFE coated fiberglass cloth allows Rogers to offer a greater variety of dielectric constants and produces a laminate with better dielectric constant uniformity than comparable nonwoven fiberglass reinforced laminates. The coated fiberglass plies in DiClad materials are aligned in the same direction. Cross-plied versions of many of these materials are available as CuClad materials.

DiClad laminates are frequently used in filter, coupler and low noise amplifier applications, where dielectric constant uniformity is critical. They are also used in power dividers and combiners, where low loss is important.

DiClad 527 (Er=2.40–2.65) use a higher fiberglass/PTFE ratio to provide mechanical properties approaching conventional substrates. Other advantages include better dimensional stability and lower thermal expansion in all directions. The electrical properties of DiClad 527 are tested at 1MHz and 10GHz, respectively.
**Material Availability:**

DiClad laminates are supplied with 1/2, 1 or 2 ounce electrodeposited copper on both sides. Other copper weights and rolled copper foil are available. DiClad is available bonded to a heavy metal ground plane. Aluminum, brass or copper plates also provide an integral heat sink and mechanical support to the substrate.

When ordering DiClad products please specify dielectric constant, thickness, cladding, panel size and any other special considerations. Available master sheet sizes include 36” x 48” and 48” x 54”.
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**Figure 1**

Demonstrates the Stability of Dielectric Constant across Frequency. This information was correlated from data generated by using a free space and circular resonator cavity. This characteristic demonstrates the inherent robustness of the laminates across Frequency, thus simplifying the final design process when working across EM spectrum. The stability of the Dielectric Constant of DiClad over frequency ensures easy design transition and scalability of design.

**Figure 2**

Demonstrates the Stability of Dissipation Factor across Frequency. This characteristic demonstrates the inherent robustness of the Laminates across Frequency, providing a stable platform for high frequency applications where signal integrity is critical to the overall performance of the application.
Results listed above are typical properties; they are not to be used as specification limits. The above information creates no expressed or implied warranties. The properties may vary, depending on the design and application.

**Figure 3**

Demonstrates the Stability of Dielectric Constant across Frequency. This information was correlated from data generated by using a free space and circular resonator cavity. This characteristic demonstrates the inherent robustness of the Laminates across Frequency, thus simplifying the final design process when working across EM spectrum. The stability of the Dielectric Constant of DiClad over frequency ensures easy design transition and scalability of design.

**Figure 4**

Demonstrates the Stability of Dissipation across Frequency. This characteristic demonstrates the inherent robustness of the laminates across Frequency, providing a stable platform for high frequency applications where signal integrity is critical to the overall performance of the application.
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Results listed above are typical properties; they are not to be used as specification limits. The above information creates no expressed or implied warranties. The properties may vary, depending on the design and application.

**Figure 5**

Demonstrates the Stability of Dielectric Constant across Frequency. This information was correlated from data generated by using a free space and circular resonator cavity. This characteristic demonstrates the inherent robustness of the laminates across Frequency, thus simplifying the final design process when working across EM spectrum. The stability of the Dielectric Constant of DiClad across frequency ensures easy design transition and scalability of design.

**Figure 6**

Demonstrates the Stability of Dissipation across Frequency. This characteristic demonstrates the inherent robustness of the laminates across Frequency, providing a stable platform for high frequency applications where signal integrity is critical to the overall performance of the application.